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(54) [Title ofthe Device] Pressure-sensitive switch

(57) [Abstract]

[Objective] To enable an operator to freely control, for

example, the operation of a character ofa video game,

when performing a switching operation.

[Constitution] Comprises a rubber contact 29 on which

a moving contact 32 is disposed on the undersurface ofa

moving part 30, wherein a conductive part 33 whose

resistance is changed by pressing force is attached to the

undersurface of said moving contact 32.
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[Scope of Utility Model Registration Claims] [Explanation of Symbols]

[Claim 1] A pressure sensitive switch comprising a 5 Substrate

rubber contact in which a moving contact is formed on 7 Fixed contact

the undersurface of a moving part, wherein a conductive 29 Rubber contact

part whose resistance changes with pressing force is 30 Moving part

attached to the undersurface of said moving contact 31 Elastic leg part

[BriefExplanation ofthe Drawings] 32 Moving contact

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a 33 Conductive part whose resistance changes

controller for use in a video game, which embodies the with pressing force

present device.

[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional front view of

an essential element ofthe present device.

[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional front view ofa

conventional type.

m n [Fig. 2]
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[Detailed Explanation ofthe Device]

[0001]

[Industrial Field of Application]

The present device relates to a pressure sensitive switch and, more particularly, to a pressure

sensitive switch in which electrical resistance can be changed by altering the pressing force on the moving

part ofa rubber contact.

[0002]

[Prior Art]

A conventional rubber contact ofthis type is discussed below with reference to Fig, 3. Fig. 3 is a

sectional view ofthe said rubber contact In Fig, 3, an elastic leg part 3 slopes obliquely downward from

the peripheral portion ofa moving part 2 ofa rubber contact 1, and a horizontal portion 4 that extends

horizontally from the bottom ofthe elastic leg part 3 is placed on a substrate 5. At the bottom ofmoving

part 2, a moving contact 6, such as conductive rubber, is formed. When moving part 2 is not depressed,

the undersurface ofmoving contact 6 is positioned above the bottom ofthe above-described elastic leg

part 3. By pressing the top surface ofmoving part 2 downward, moving part 6 is lowered while being

resisted by the elastic bias of elastic leg part 3 so as to connect to the fixed contacts 7 and 7 ofa wiring

pattern disposed on substrate S.

[0003]

In addition, by removing the above-described depression ofthe said moving part 2, moving part 2 is

lifted by the elastic restoring force of elastic leg part 3 so as to disconnect the above-described contacts.

[0004]

[Problems the Device is to Solve]

When the above-described conventional rubber contact 1 presses on moving part 2, moving contact

6, which is a conductive part disposed on the undersurface ofmoving part 2, connects to the fixed

contacts 7 and 7 ofthe wiring pattern disposed on substrate 5. Then, by discontinuing the said pressing

operation, the above-described electrical connection is released. Thus, rubber contact 1 merely effects an

electrical on/off operation, and does not enable the operator to freely control, for example, the operation

ofa character in a video game.

[0005]
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Accordingly, there is a technical problem to be solved, so that the operator is able to freely

control, for example, the operation ofa character in a video game by operating the switch, and it is an

objective of the present device to solve the above-described problem.

[0006]

[Means ofAchieving the Objective]

The present device has been proposed in order to achieve the above objective, and provides a

pressure sensitive switch comprising a rubber contact in which a moving contact is formed on the

undersurface of a moving part, wherein a conductive part whose resistance changes with pressing force is

attached to the undersur&ce ofthe moving contact.

[0007]

[Operation of the Device]

Inasmuch as the present device places a conductive part whose electrical resistance changes with

pressing force onto the undersurface ofa moving contact, which is also a conductive part that is formed

on the undersurface ofthe moving part, when the switch ofthe present device is used, for example, as the

controller ofa video game, the electrical resistance ofthe conductive part affixed to the undersurface of

the moving contact changes according to the degree ofthe pressing force when the operator presses the

moving part ofthe switch, thereby changing the signal from the controller, and allowing the operator to

freely control the operation ofthe character in the video game.

[0008]

[Embodiments]

An embodiment of the present device is described in detail below according to Figs. 1 and 2.

While describing the present device, the construction ofthe related art is simultaneously discussed, and

the subject components are designated with the same symbols. Fig. 1 illustrates a controller 10, which is

connected to a video game machine (not shown) via a cable 1 1. A cross shaped key 12 positioned at the

upper left part of controller 10 is used for vertically and horizontally moving characters on the screen.

Numerals 19 and 20 shown at the right portion indicate trigger keys.

[0009]

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional front view of rubber contact point 29 on the cross shaped key 12

provided for
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controller 10. Although in this embodiment the rubber contact of cross shaped key 12 is discussed, it is

not limited to this. As discussed in the description ofthe prior art, the said rubber contact point 29 is

formed finom an elastic rubber material, and a moving part 30 is disposed onto the center of each part of

the cross shaped key 12. An elastic leg part 31 slopes obliquely downward from the peripheral center

portion of each moving part 30, and undersurface 3 la ofthe said elastic leg part 3 1 is placed on the top

surface of substrate 5. Moving contact 32, which is formed ofconductive rubber disposed on tiie bottom

end of each ofthe above-described moving part 30, and conductive part 33, whose resistance varies with

pressure, is attached by printing or integral molding to the bottom end surface of the moving contact 32.

When pressing force is not applied to said moving part 30 (when the pressing operation is not performed),

conductive part 33 is positioned above the bottom end surface 31a of tiie above-described elastic leg part

31. By performing the depressing operation, moving part 30 is lowered while being resisted by tiie elastic

bias of elastic leg part 31 so tiiat it is electrically connected to fixed contacts 7 and 7 on a wiring pattern

disposed on substrate 5. By discontinuing the above-described pressing operation, said moving part 30 is

lifted by tiie elastic restoring force of elastic leg part 31, tiiereby releasing the above-described electrical

connection.

[0010]

Each moving part 30 of said rubber contact point 29 is provided at the bottom of the pressing part

(indicated by A) provided for each forward end of tiie cross key 12. By depressing tiie respective

pressing parts ofcross shaped key 12 witii a fingertip, tiie character of tiie video game is moved in the

direction corresponding to tiie pressed part, and the speed ofthe character's movement changes according

to tiie magnitude of tiie pressing force applied by a fingertip. More specifically, the pressmg force applied

by tiie fingertip on each pressing part ofthe cross shaped key 12 changes the electrical resistance through

conductive part 33, whose resistance changes according to tiie pressing force, fixed on tiie undersurface of

the moving part 30 ofrubber contact point 29. Thus, the operation of tiie character in a video game can be

freely controlled by the pressing force applied by the fingertip of tiie operator.

[0011]

Moreover, the foregoing embodiment described an instance in which present device is used in the

controller 10 ofa video game, but in addition to that, using the switch ofthe present device in the resistor

ofa multi-vibrator makes it possible to change the frequency with the pressing force of the switch. It

should be noted that various modifications may be made to the present device within the spirit ofthe

device, and it is natural that the present device encompasses such modifications.

[0012]
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[Effects of the Device]

As we have described in detail in the above-described embodiment, this device offers the following

enormous advantages. In performing the switchmg operation by pressing the moving part of the switch,

the electrical resistance ofthe switch is varied by changing the pressing force. This makes it possible to

freely control, for example, the operation of a character in a video game with the pressing force on the

switch, and thus, the operator's mtentions can be directly reflected in the operation of said character.

Hence, according to the present device, the entertaining characteristics ofthe video game, for example,

can be considerably increased.
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